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Influence of Ar2
¿ in an argon collisional-radiative model

Arnaud Bultel,* Bruno van Ootegem, Anne Bourdon, and Pierre Vervisch
CORIA, UMR CNRS 6614, Universite´ de Rouen, Site Universitaire du Madrillet, Avenue de l’Universite´,
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A nonlinear time-dependent collisional-radiative model for recombining argon is presented. Reactions in-
volving Ar2

1 are taken into account and their influence is discussed. It is shown that Ar2
1 may increase the

time to reach the quasi-steady-state by a factor of 100. The calculation of the recombination rate coefficient at
the quasi-steady-state is presented. An analytical expression is derived and compared with existing literature
values. The importance of the increase of the quasi-steady-state time is illustrated by comparisons of excited
levels population densities distribution measured in a fast moving plasma where the mechanical time scale is
sufficiently short to provide a time-dependent chemistry in a reference frame moving with the flow. The high
sensitivity of the results towards the electron number density is pointed out. Finally, the influence of the
processes involving Ar2

1 on the excitation temperature is discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Collisional-radiative~CR! models are suitable tools t
study chemical reactions in plasmas. Their main interes
indeed to access to the source term of the balance equati
a species. Applied to the case of an argon plasma for a
ticular excited level denoted Ar(i ), one can calculate the
source term$]@Ar( i )#/]t%C of the balance equation~Litvak
and Edwards@1#!,

D@Ar~ i !#

Dt
1@Ar~ i !#¹W •vW 52¹W •JWi1S ]@Ar~ i !#

]t D
C

, ~1!

whereD/Dt is the hydrodynamic derivative,vW the flow ve-
locity, andJW i the flux density vector for Ar(i ).

Each term of the latter equation has a different charac
istic time according to the physical situation. Generally
excited states, the time scale of$]@Ar( i )#/]t%C is largely
shorter than the others: in this case, Eq.~1! indicates that
@Ar( i )# is governed only by chemical reactions. In additio
if the plasma is in stationary conditions for a velocity not t
high (D/Dt.]/]t50), this density is in a quasi-steady
state. The CR model allows, therefore, the identification
the main processes responsible of the excited atom con
trations measured as well as the calculation of global
coefficient: the rate coefficients of ionization, recombinatio
or dissociation are thus called collisional radiative. Num
ous models~Sarretteet al. @2#, Debal et al. @3#, Kunc and
Soon@4#, Bibermanet al. @5#! have been elaborated for var
ous atoms and mixtures without calculating directly the ti
evolution of the species only due to the various chem
processes involved, that is, solving the balance equation
glecting the¹W terms that prevent to verify that the time sca
is really sufficiently short. For low-speed plasmas, the so
tion obtained by this way is valid for comparisons betwe
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measured and calculated@Ar( i )# when the electron density
ne is sufficiently high to ensure short time scales and su
ciently low to minimize diffusion~Drawin @6#!. This is com-
monly observed in glow discharges and positive columns
the most excited states. The CR model appears hence to
basic powerful element of plasma studies.

Particular situations lead to consider more terms in
balance equation. Indeed, for the metastable atoms for
stance, the chemical time scale is longer than in the prev
case and becomes of the same order of magnitude as
diffusion one: the comparison with experimental data has
be done considering the influence of2¹W •JWi in the balance
equation~Bogaerts and Gijbels@7#!. In the case of fast mov-
ing plasmas as highly expanded jets, the situation is m
complicated: the characteristic time associated to the con
tive derivativeD/Dt may decrease sufficiently to give a sig
nificant role to the hydrodynamics even for highly excit
atoms. Although the plasma is steady, that is,]@Ar( i )#/]t
50, the chemical reactions source term$]@Ar( i )#/]t%C may
be time dependent. Therefore, the calculation of the temp
evolution of the population densities only due to chemistry
needed.

On the other hand, Bogaerts and Gijbels@8# have recently
pointed out the important role of Ar2

1 on the kinetics of a
direct current argon glow discharge in low pressure and e
tron density conditions. The relative contribution to the lo
of electrons by dissociative recombination remains to be
most important one after the diffusion to the walls in the
conditions. In the case of plasmas withp.500 Pa, the level
of pressure is sufficiently high to provide additional reactio
involving Ar2

1 that may lead to a strong variation of th
electron density.

In the present paper, we propose to focus our attention
these two important points:~1! the time dependent chemistr
of a weakly ionized argon plasma and~2! its dependence on
the Ar2

1 reactions. This study is based on the elaboration
a time dependent collisional-radiative model over the ran
3000<Te<12 000 K for the electron temperature and 1016

<ne<1021 m23 for the electron density. After the present
©2002 The American Physical Society06-1
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tion of the energetic diagram adopted, we describe all
ementary processes taken into account: the radiative
cesses, the electron induced processes for which the c
sections have been updated, those due to inelastic atom
lisions for which a new model is proposed, and finally tho
involving the molecular ion Ar2

1 .
Two experimental works of reference are considered

comparison and discussion. First, Marie@9# has measured
over a wide range of energy by various methods the pop
tion density of numerous excited levels in a highly ioniz
argon plasma: the good agreement with the results of the
model in these conditions is a verification of the global co
sistency of the model. Second, van Ootegem@10# has experi-
mentally studied a highly expanded and weakly ioniz
plasma at relatively high pressure in order to investigate
electron density fluctuations in the trailing wake of ballis
missiles. We demonstrate that the order of magnitude of
parameters measured can be understood in the light of
Ar2

1 influence and time scale considerations.

II. ATOMIC MODEL

We consider three types of particles in this CR mod
atoms ~in fundamental and excited levels!, Ar1 and Ar2

1

ions, and electrons. Molecular argon Ar2 is not considered.
First, the dissociation limit of its ground-state level (X 1Sg

1)
is approximately 0.01 eV~Freeman and Yoshino@11#!,
which is considerably less than the order of magnitude of
thermal energy considered in this paper. Moreover, the
coefficient of formation of excited molecules in these th
mal conditions are largely less than those for the format
of Ar2

1 ~Lam et al. @12#, Brunetet al. @13#!. In addition, the
examination of the potential energy curves of Ar2 reveals for
the lowest states few nondissociative levels~Yates and Erm-
ler @14#, Castexet al. @15#!, which may play a significant role
in the kinetics.

The Ar atom follows essentially the (j ,l ) coupling: the
core electrons are independent of the state of the outer e
tron responsible for the excitation of the atom. This elect
is characterized by the principal quantum numbern and the
values of the orbital quantum numberl and spin quantum
numbers. The atomic core has the$Mg%-3p5 structure, its
angular momentum depends on the configuration of the
3p electron, all the others being compensated. Sincel 51
and s51/2 for this electron, the core angular momentu
may have two possible values:j c5 l 1s53/2 and j c5 l 2s
51/2. This particularity yields to two ionization limits with
slightly different energies. The first core configuration (j c
53/2), also called ‘‘nonprimed’’ subsystem, has an ioniz
tion limit Eion515.760 eV and the second one (j c51/2),
called the ‘‘primed’’ subsystem,Eion515.937 eV.

Due to this quantum effect, the 64 excited levels cons
ered here are separated into two groups according to
value of j c . The energetic diagram follows the Vlc`ek’s one
@16# ~cf. Table I! recently used by Bogaertset al. @17#. It
contains real levels as the metastable ones and fictitious
els corresponding to groups of close energy~Katsonis and
Drawin @18#!. There are 32 levels of energy greater th
04640
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15.45 eV. The subsystems of core configuration give rise
two types of Ar1 of statistical weights equal to 4 for th
‘‘nonprimed’’ one and 2 for the other one.

Finally, we consider Ar2
1 ions that have an importan

influence on the kinetics as will be pointed out in the follow
ing. The fundamental level being of the2Su

1 type ~Wadt
@19#!, its statistical weight is 2.

III. COLLISIONAL AND RADIATIVE PROCESSES

A. Spontaneous emission

We have used Natl. Bur. Stand.~U.S.! tables @20# and
more recent results of Wieseet al. @21# as basic data. Verne
et al. @22# have done a compilation concerning resonan
lines. Among them, we found data about transitions in arg
between some excited levels with energy higher than 14
and the ground state. In our conditions, the population d
sity of the ground state is high enough to have a comp
self-absorption, therefore, we have assumed no emission

The self-absorption is taken into account for other tran
tions under the form of the calculation of the classical rad
tive Holstein escape factors@16#. Moreover, since the ener
getic diagram contains fictitious levels, each effecti
transition probability has been calculated from individu
ones by weighting with the degeneracy factors.

The table of all transition probabilities will be availab
on the website of our laboratory.

B. Radiative recombination

Concerning the radiative recombination, that is,

Ar1~ j c!1e2→Ar~ i !1hn,

we have just taken into account transitions straightforward
the 3p54s levels ~between 11.5 eV and 12 eV). We a
sumed that the process to the ground state is negligible
to the complete self-absorption resulting because of the h
order of magnitude of its population density. Moreover, f
transitions to levels of energy higher than 12.9 eV (3p54p),
the process is neglected since the radiative recombina
cross section depends onni*

23 where ni* is the effective
quantum number.

The cross section adopted for this process is the follo
ing:

s ion-i
R ~e!5

gi

2 gion~ j c!

~hn!2

mec
2

1

e
s i -ion

P ~hn!, ~2!

wheregi andgion( j c) are, respectively, the statistical weig
of the i level and of Ar1( j c), me the electron mass,c the
speed of light, ands i -ion

P the photoionization cross section
hn5e1Eion2E( i ) is the energy of the photon produce
The value ofj c is the same for the excited Ar(i ) atom.
6-2
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TABLE I. List of energy levels used in this CR model.

ng E(ng) gng
j c n l @K#J ng E(ng) gng

j c n l @K#J

1 0 1 1.5 3p6 34 15.460 48 1.5 7d, 9s
2 11.548 5 1.5 4s@3/2#2 35 15.461 12 0.5 7p
3 11.624 3 1.5 4s@3/2#1 36 15.482 320 1.5 7f , 7g, 7h, 7i
4 11.723 1 0.5 4s@1/2#0 37 15.520 24 0.5 6d, 8s
5 11.828 3 0.5 4s@1/2#1 38 15.548 480 1.5 8d, 8f , . . . ,
6 12.907 3 1.5 4p@1/2#1 39 15.560 108 0.5 6f , 6g, 6h
7 13.116 20 1.5 4p@3/2#1,2, 4p@5/2#2,3 40 15.592 640 1.5 9p, 9d, 9f , . . . ,
8 13.273 1 1.5 4p@1/2#0 41 15.600 12 0.5 8p
9 13.295 8 0.5 4p@3/2#1,2 42 15.624 800 1.5 10s, . . . ,
10 13.328 3 0.5 4p@1/2#1 43 15.636 24 0.5 7d, 9s
11 13.480 1 0.5 4p@1/2#0 44 15.648 968 1.5 11s, . . . ,
12 13.884 9 1.5 3d@1/2#0,1, 3d@3/2#2 45 15.659 160 0.5 7f , 7g, 7h, . . . ,
13 13.994 16 1.5 3d@7/2#3,4 46 15.666 1152 1.5 12s, . . . ,
14 14.090 23 1.5 3d@3/2#1 , 3d@5/2#2,3, 5s 47 15.680 1352 1.5 13s, . . . ,
15 14.229 17 0.5 3d@3/2#2 , 3d@5/2#2,3 48 15.691 1568 1.5 14s, . . . ,
16 14.252 4 0.5 5s 49 15.700 1800 1.5 15s, . . . ,
17 14.304 3 0.5 3d@3/2#1 50 15.707 2048 1.5 16s, . . . ,
18 14.509 24 1.5 5p 51 15.713 2312 1.5 17s, . . . ,
19 14.690 12 0.5 5p 52 15.718 2592 1.5 18s, . . . ,
20 14.792 48 1.5 4d, 6s 53 15.722 2888 1.5 19s, . . . ,
21 14.906 56 1.5 4f 54 15.725 240 0.5 8d, 8f , . . . ,
22 14.976 24 0.5 4d, 6s 55 15.769 320 0.5 9p, 9d, 9f , . . . ,
23 15.028 24 1.5 6p 56 15.801 400 0.5 10s, . . . ,
24 15.083 28 0.5 4f 57 15.825 484 0.5 11s, . . . ,
25 15.153 48 1.5 5d, 7s 58 15.843 576 0.5 12s, . . . ,
26 15.205 12 0.5 6p 59 15.857 676 0.5 13s, . . . ,
27 15.215 128 1.5 5f , 5g 60 15.868 784 0.5 14s, . . . ,
28 15.282 24 1.5 7p 61 15.877 900 0.5 15s, . . . ,
29 15.324 24 0.5 5d, 7s 62 15.884 1024 0.5 16s, . . . ,
30 15.347 48 1.5 6d, 8s 63 15.890 1156 0.5 17s, . . . ,
31 15.382 216 1.5 6f , 6g, 6h 64 15.895 1296 0.5 18s, . . . ,
32 15.393 64 0.5 6d, 8s 65 15.899 1444 0.5 19s, . . . ,
33 15.423 24 1.5 8p
m
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Finally, the photoionization cross section expressed in2

is @16#

s i -ion
P ~hn!52310222l i for Eion2E~ i !<hn<0.59Eion

H ,

~3a!

s i -ion
P ~hn!57.91310222l iS Eion2E~ i !

Eion
H D 2.5

3S Eion
H

hn D 3

for hn.0.59Eion
H , ~3b!

with l i50.0763 fori 52, 0.0458 fori 53, 0.0305 fori 54,
and 0.0915 fori 55.
04640
C. Electron induced processes

In a general manner, the static and dynamic screen
effects have been neglected. Indeed, the level of elec
density (1016<ne<1021 m23) as well as electron tempera
ture (3000<Te<12 000 K) are too weak to introduce im
portant discrepancies in relation to the ideal case as poi
out by Bornathet al. @23# for hydrogen. As a result, the pres
sure ionization has not been considered~Salzmann@24#!.

Few experimental data are available concerning the e
tation by electron impact. It is well known that the analytic
forms proposed by Drawin are particularly well adapted.
deed, calculating their dependent parameters from the exp
mental results of the cross sections is sufficient. These
pressions are the following.

For the optically allowed transitions (D l 561, DJ50,
61 exceptJ50→J50),

s i j
e ~U ji !54pa0

2S Eion
H

Eji
D 2

a i j f i j

U ji 21

U ji
2

lnS 5

4
b i j U ji D . ~4!
6-3
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TABLE II. Parameters for the calculation ofs i j
e . A, S, andP represent allowed, spin, and parity forbidden transitions, respectiv

followed by the related references.j c is related to intercombination transitions assumed impossible. When Ar1 is mentioned, one gives the
valuesa i -ion andb i -ion for the ionization process.

i j Transition Parameter i j Transition Parameter

1 2 S 0.111@29–33# 2 8 S 0.98 @34–37#
1 3 A 0.0357, 4.0@30–33# 2 9 A 0.075, 0.5@34–37#
1 4 S 0.0177@29–33# 2 10 A 0.019, 0.5@34,36,37#
1 5 A 0.0813, 4.0@31–33,38# 2 11 S 0.43 @34,37#
1 6 P 0.174@33,38# 2 12, . . . ,17 P 0.05 @25#

1 7 P 0.493@33# 2 18 A 1.5631024, 1.0 @39#

1 8 P 0.0322@33# 2 19 j c 0
1 9 P 0.107@33# 3 4 P 0.05 @25#

1 10 P 0.0322@33# 3 5 P 0.05 @25#

1 11 P 0.0105@38# 3 6, . . . ,11 A 0.019, 0.5@40#

1 12 S 0.15 @41# 3 12, . . . ,17 P 0.05 @25#

1 13 S 0.08 @41# 3 18 A 9.431025, 1.0 @39#

1 14 A 0.0333, 4.0@41# 3 19 j c 0
1 15 P 0.035@41# 4 5 P 35 @34#

1 16 A 3.7131023, 4.0 @41# 4 6 A 0.025, 4.0@34#

1 17 A 0.0179, 4.0@16# 4 7 A 0.043, 4.0@34#

1 18 P 0.07 @16# 4 8 S 1.2 @34,37#
1 19 P 0.05 @16# 4 9 A 0.3, 0.5@34–37#
1 20 A 0.0515, 1.0@16# 4 10 A 0.19, 0.5@34,36,37#
1 21 P 0.028@41# 4 11 S 1.3 @34,37#
1 22 A 0.0306, 1.0@16# 4 12, . . . ,17 P 0.05 @25#

1 23 P 0.001@16# 4 18 j c 0
1 24 P 3.531023 @41# 4 19 A 3.231025, 1.0 @39#

1 25 A 0.0369, 1.0@16# 5 6, . . . ,11 A 2.531022, 4.0 @42#

1 26, . . . ,28 P 0.001@16# 5 12, . . . ,17 P 0.05 @25#

1 29 A 6.531024, 1.0 @16# 5 18 j c 0
1 30 A 0.0024, 1.0@16# 5 19 A 9.631025, 1.0 @39#

2 3 P 60 @34,35# 2, . . . ,5 Ar1 A 0.35, 4.0@16#

2 4 P 7 @34# 6 Ar1 A 0.45, 4.0@16#

2 5 P 7 @34# 7, . . . ,9 Ar1 A 0.39, 4.0@16#

2 6 A 0.05, 4.0@34# 10, . . . ,11 Ar1 A 0.32, 4.0@16#

2 7 A 0.38, 1.0@34–37# >12 Ar1 A 0.67, 1.0@16#
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For the parity forbidden transitions (D lÞ61),

s i j
e ~U ji !54pa0

2a i j
PU ji 21

U ji
2

.

For the spin forbidden transitions (DJÞ0,61 including J
50→J50),

s i j
e ~U ji !54pa0

2a i j
S

U ji
2 21

U ji
5

,

U ji 5e/Eji is the reduced kinetic energye of electron where
Eji 5E( j )2E( i ), a0 the first Bohr radius,Eion

H the ionization
energy of hydrogen atom in ground state, andf i j the absorp-
tion oscillator strength.

The parametersa i j f i j , b i j , a i j
P , anda i j

S adopted are cho
sen in accordance with the more recent experimental in
tigations~see Table II!. The results for low electron kinetic
04640
s-

energy are preferred due to the order of magnitude of
electron temperature. When several works may lead to
ferent parameters, we have chosen the one allowing the
agreement with theoretical results. Finally, 75% of the app
ent cross section measured have been considered for c
lating the parameters in the case no other reference exis

The transitions 2→19, 3→19, 4→18, and 5→18 have
been removed since the intercombination reactions (D j c

Þ0) do not correspond to optically allowed, parity, or sp
forbidden transitions.

About the other transitions for which no data are ava
able, usual selection rules are used. The processes ar
sumed to be of the parity type when they are forbidden: i
the case for levels withi higher than 18 whenD lÞ61 since
their quantum numberJ is not considered. The value adopte
for a i j

P is 5.031022 as the average of the results of Kimu
et al. @25#. When the transitions are optically allowed, th
Drawin’s equation is used witha i j f i j 51.0 andb i j 51.0 as-
6-4
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suming possible the intercombination reactions only foj
<41. Beyond this limit, the excited electron is so far fro
the core that the likelihood for an inner change is alm
zero.

Concerning the allowed transitions, we have tested a
the expressions proposed by Vriens and Smeets@26# and
Seaton@27#. We refer to their paper for more details. Th
population densities can also change due to the ionizatio
electron impact,

Ar~ i !1e2→Ar1~ j c!12 e2. ~5!

For the ground state, Straubet al. @28# have measured th
ionization cross section that may be fitted by

s1-ion
e ~e!52.79310220 lnS e

15.760D m2,

where e is expressed in eV and such that 15.760<e
<40 eV. Since the electron temperatureTe is less than
104 K, it is unnecessary to consider higher energies. Fo
< i<11, Drawin has proposed@16#

s i -ion
e ~U ion-i !54pa0

2S Eion
H

Eion-i
D 2

a i -ion

3
U ion-i21

U ion-i
2

lnS 5

4
b i -ion U ion-i D ,

with Eion-i5Eion2Ei andU ion-i5e/Eion-i .
Considering only no intercombination transitions, t

value of j c is a parameter forU ion-i . The ionization occurs
whatever may be the nature of the state considered, this
striction provides only a slight difference for the related ra
coefficient with respect to the case in which the ionizat
limit should be equal to 15.76 eV. However, this influenc
further the recombination rate coefficient because@Ar1# be-
have independently. As Vlce`k, the valuesa i -ion50.67 and
b i -ion51 are used fori>12. Table II contains all required
parameters.

D. Inelastic atom-atom collisions

As a result of the possible weakness of the ionizat
degree of the plasma, the reactions

Ar~ i !1Ar~1!→Ar~ j . i !1Ar~1! ~6!

may play an important role and have been considered. C
versely, the antiscreening channel allowing the ionization
one of the colliders and the excitation or the ionization of
other one has been neglected since the thermal energy a
able is not sufficient and the cross sections are less than
the mechanism~6! by several orders of magnitude@43#.

Haugsjaa and Amme@44# have determined the appare
excitation cross section of the 3p54s levels from the ground
state. The transitions 1→2 and 1→4 being optically forbid-
den, we have allocated this cross section to the optic
allowed processes 1→3 and 1→5. The estimation of each
contribution was done as follows. For the excitation by el
04640
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tron impact, the cross section is much higher for the tran
tion 1→5 than for 1→3 due to the quantum configuration o
the levels involved. We have assumed a same ratio for
cross sections related to atom impact. The results of Ha
sjaa and Amme allow to allocate for low energy a line
function to the cross section denoteds1 j

A ,

s1 j
A ~e!5b1 j* ~e2Ej 1!, ~7!

wheree is the relative kinetic energy of the colliding atom
and Ej 1 the energy difference. The collisions with low en
ergy are of interest since the kinetic temperature, denotedTA
in the following, is relatively weak. Using Eq.~7!, the pa-
rameterb1 j* has been calculated~see Table III!.

For inner 3p54s manifold transitions, Bogaertset al. @17#
have expressed analytically the cross sections as

s i j
A~e!5b i j*

e2Eji

Eji
2.26

.

Table III contains the related values of the parameterb i j* .
Whatever the other transitions between excited levels,
have assumed that no intercombination reactions occur.

For i 51, Haugsjaa and Amme@44# have also measure
the ionization cross section,

s1-ion
A ~e!51.8310225~e215.760!1.3 m2, ~8!

where the relative energy of colliding atomse is expressed in
eV. We have used the cross section~8! finding no more ac-
curate data in the literature.

Starting from the cross section deduced by Thomson@45#
for electron induced ionization, Drawin@46# gave the follow-
ing form for the cross section of ionization by atom impa

s i -ion
A ~e!54pa0

2S Eion
H

Eion-i
D 2 mA

mH
j i

2 2 me

mA1me

3
U ion-i~e!21

$11@2 me /~mA1me!#@U ion-i~e!21#%2
,

~9!

TABLE III. Parameters related to the atom-atom processes.
excitation from the ground statei 51 follows the equations i j

A

5b i j* (e2Eji ), for the others the equations i j
A5b i j* (e2Eji )/Eji

2.26 is
used.

i j b i j*

1 3 2.10310225

1 5 4.80310225

2 3 1.79310224

2 4 4.80310226

2 5 4.80310226

3 4 4.80310226

3 5 4.80310226

4 5 1.79310224
6-5
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whereme andmA are the electron and atom masses resp
tively andU ion-i(e) the nondimensional groupe/Eion-i . j i is
the number of optical electrons that is equal to 6 for
ground state and 1 for the others. In the caseiÞ1, the pre-
vious expression has been used systematically.

The lack of experimental data about the excitation
atom impact is especially critical for the highly excited le
els. The order of magnitude for the difference of energy
tween two adjacent levels being all the smallest that they
close to their ionization limit, the atom impact processes m
play an important role for them although the temperature
heavy particles is small.

1. Drawin’s model

Concerning the excitation between radiative coupled l
els characterized by the absorption oscillator strengthf i j ,
Drawin @47,48# has adapted Eq.~9! under the form

s i j
A~e!54pa0

2S Eion
H

Eji
D 2 mA

mH
j i

2 f i j

2me

mA1me

3
U ji ~e!21

$11@2me /~mA1me!#@U ji ~e!21#%2
. ~10!

No form is proposed by Drawin for the forbidden transition
That is the reason why Vlc`ek @16# has plotted for the opti-
cally allowed transitions the values ofs i j

A/(e2Eji ) as a
function of Eji with the help of rare experimental data an
Eq. ~10!. Assuming the cross section to be a linear funct
of the relative energye near the thresholdEji in the same
way than Eq.~7!, he obtained the following form forb i j*
used when considering the Drawin’s model:

b i j* 58.69310222Eji
22.26 m2 eV21, ~11!

with Eji expressed in eV.

2. Adapted model of Kaulakys

Among the highest 35 levels of the atomic model, mos
them have a principal quantum number higher than 8. T
situation corresponds to electronic shell where the periph
electron is weakly linked to the nucleus@49#. For these lev-
els, the conditions of Eq.~10! are not checked: using Eq.~11!
may be questionable.

Our treatment of the inelastic collisions is based on
hypothesis that the peripheral electron~also called Rydberg
electron! is almost free. The collision can Therefore, be u
derstood as the elastic scattering of the electron on the
dent atom. Its orbit changes so its momentum: the excita
of the target is modified.

Kaulakys@50# has developed a model for collisional a
gular momentum mixing of high Rydberg atoms, i.e.,

A~ i ,l !1B→A~ j !1B,

whereB is an atom assumed without internal structure anl
the orbital quantum number of the atomA having the prin-
cipal quantum numberi before collision andj after collision.
He obtained the following equation:
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s i ,l→ j
A ~g!5pS v0

g D 2 1

j 3Epmin

1`

p2uc i l ~p!u2

3E
umin

p

cos
u

2
u f eB~p,u!u2du dp,

wherev05A2 Eion
H /me is a characteristic velocity for elec

tron, pmin5uEj,ilu/2g the minimum value of the Rydberg elec
tron momentum due to the excitation of the atomA,c i l (p)
the radial wave function of the electron in the sta
( i ,l ),umin52 arcsin(pmin /p) the minimum scattering angle
and f eB(p,u) the differential elastic scattering amplitude b
tween the electron and the atomB.

For our energetic diagram, we have to determine the t
i→ j cross section,

s i j
A~g!5

1

gi
(
l 50

i 21

~2l 11!s i ,l→ j
A ~g!,

wheregi is the degeneracy factor of the leveli. Since the
principal quantum numbers are high, the energy of this le
is almost independent ofl. Moreover,gi5 i 2 and

(
l 50

i 21

~2l 11!uc i l ~p!u25 i 2uc i~p!u2,

wherec i(p) is the radial wave function of the Rydberg ele
tron in thei state, with~Kaulakys@51#!

uc i~p!u25
32

p

i 3

@11 i 2~p/mev0!2#4
.

The cross section becomes

s i j
A~g!5pS v0

g D 2 1

j 3Epmin

1`

p2uc i~p!u2

3E
umin

p

cos
u

2
u f eB~p,u!u2 du dp.

Writing k5p/mev0 the nondimensional momentum of th
electron andf eB* (k,u)5 f eB(p,u)/a0 the nondimensional dif-
ferential elastic scattering amplitude, the cross section is
nally

s i j
A~kmin!516pa0

2S Eion
H

Eji
D 2 1

j 3
g i~kmin!,

where thei-level functiong i(kmin) is

g i~kmin!5kmin
2 E

kmin

1`

k2uc i~k!u2

3E
umin

1`

cos
u

2
u f eB* ~k,u!u2 du dk. ~12!
6-6
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INFLUENCE OF Ar2
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Weyhreteret al. @52# have experimentally determined th
differential cross section ofe2Ar elastic scattering on the
energy range 0.05<e<2 eV. This range corresponds t
Ramsauer effect. We have used these results to calculat
functiong i(kmin) by Eq.~12!. Figure 1 illustrates the variou
functions deduced. We can observe the influence of the R
sauer effect: in the vicinity ofkmin.1021, g i decreases. In a
general manner, the cross sections from the adapted mod
Kaulakys are largely less than those from Vlc`ek according to
a factor sometimes equal to 100. The lower limit of the a
plication of the model of Kaulakys isi 58 for considering
Rydberg atoms~Lebedev and Fabrikant@53#!. As a result, we
have considered the Kaulakys model well adapted to the
ergy range 15.4 eV,Ei,Eion . For the intermediate ener
gies (11.5,Ei,15.4 eV), the model of Drawin has bee
applied.

E. Ar 2
¿ processes

Ar2
1 can be produced by Ar atomic to molecular io

conversion,

Ar1~ j c53/2!1Ar~1!1Ar~1! →
kMC

Ar2
11Ar~1!,

where Ar1 has a core quantum number equal to 3/2 beca
the only bounded level of Ar2

1 produces Ar1( j c53/2) and
Ar(1) by dissociation~Stephanet al. @54#! as shown by Fig.
2. In all experimental values of the reaction ratekMC , TA is
of the order of 300 K. Johnsenet al. @55# have measured th
latter at 80 K and 320 K according to the value ofj c dem-
onstrating obviously the predominant reaction with Ar1( j c
53/2). Assuming a temperature dependence ofkMC under
the form ~Moratz et al. @56#!,

FIG. 1. Evolution ofg i versuskmin for the calculation of the
inelastic cross sections for atomic collisions derived from the w
of Kaulakys. i 58, thick curve; i 510, solid curve;i 512, dotted
curve; i 514, dashed curve;i 516, long-dashed curve;i 518, dot-
dashed curve.
04640
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kMC~TA!5k0S TA

T0
D 2m

, ~13!

the results of Johnsen et al. yield to k052.9
310243 m6 s21, T05300 K, andm50.41. The exponen
thus calculated is not correlated with the one of the reac
rate cited by Lamet al. @12# derived from the work of Shon
et al. @57#,

kMC~TA!52.5310243S TA

300D
21.5

m6 s21.

Since this rate coefficient has been calculated for temp
tures higher than 300 K, this form was adopted.

An other important production process is the metastab
metastable associative ionization,

Ar~3p54s!1Ar~3p54s! →
kMAI

Ar2
11e2.

The value of the reaction rate is given by Neeseret al. @58#
and Bogaerts and Gijbels@8# at the temperature of 300 K
k156.3310216 m3 s21. This coefficient decreases whenTA
increases. We have assumed a temperature dependence
same way than Eq.~13! with k05k1 , T05300 K, andm
50.5 that is,

kAI~TA!56.3310216S TA

300D
20.5

m3 s21.

The associative ionization of Hornbeck-Molnar,

Ar~ng>20!1Ar~1! →
kHM

Ar2
11e2, ~14!

has to be discussed. All levels for which the energy is grea
than the ionization potential to form Ar2

1 ions can give rise
to this process.

k

FIG. 2. Some potential energy curves of Ar2
1 including the

spin-orbit coupling effects.
6-7
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BULTEL, van OOTEGEM, BOURDON, AND VERVISCH PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 046406
At TA5300 K, Becker and Lampe@59# have determined
the mean rate coefficient,

kHM52310215 m3 s21.

Its determination from this value for higher temperature
difficult due to the large number of levels involved and to t
cross sections that present the particularity to strongly
pend on the principal quantum number.

The case of alkali Rydberg atoms for the associative i
ization has been extensively studied~Kumaret al. @60#!. In a
recent paper~Bultel and Vervisch@61#!, we have developed a
quasiclassical model based on the approach of Weiner
Boulmer @62# for Na2

1 formation. This model assumes th
the process~14! occurs for Rydberg levels when the kinet
energy of the incoming ground-state atom is sufficient
overcome the repulsive potential. This atom approache
the core of Ar(ng) at a distance shorter than the classi
radius of the orbit of the Rydberg electron. When the d
tance is suitable, the core and the atom bind. The excee
energy is transferred to the outer electron by a virtual pho
that leads the process to be similar to the photoionizat
The electron leaves the Ar2

1 molecular ion so formed. The
results show thatkHM decreases deeply whileTA increases.
Therefore, the Hornbeck-Molnar process is neglected he

Ar2
1 can be destroyed by dissociative recombination,

Ar2
11e2 →

kDR

Ar~1!1Ar~1!, ~15!

for which Mehr and Biondi@63# have determined the rat
coefficient:

kDR~Te ,TA!58.5310213S Te

300D
20.67S TA

300D
20.58

m3 s21,

kDR depends onTA because of the transient step of the re
tion ~15!: Ar11Ar(1)1e2. We have also considered th
following mechanism:

Ar2
11e2 →

kDR*

Ar~ i .1!1Ar~1!. ~16!

Its rate coefficient has been given by Ustinovskii and Kho
@64# at 300 K,

kDR* ~Te,300 K!59.1310213S Te

300D
20.61

m3 s21,

for all excitedi levels.kDR* is the result of the summation o
the partial rate coefficients over all excited levels of fin
states according to the probability for the final argon atom
be in a particulari value. Collieret al. @65# have indicated
that the dissociative recombination mainly provides the f
mation of 3p54s states whereas the branching ratios for e
cited argon atoms formation are not well known. We ha
therefore, taken into account this process for the balanc
Ar2

1 and considered only its influence for the evolution
@Ar(2< i<4)#.
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The processes~15! and ~16! are very similar. A transient
step like Ar11Ar(1)1e2 surely takes place for the proces
~16!. We have hence assumed that

kDR* ~Te ,TA!59.1310213S Te

300D
20.61S TA

300D
20.58

m3s21.

Finally, the loss of Ar2
1 may be due to the direct electron

dissociation,

Ar2
11e2 →

kDD

Ar11Ar~1!1e2,

for which Marchenko@66# has calculated the cross sectio
for weak temperature levels assuming equilibrium for t
vibrational distribution of Ar2

1 .
Due to the selection transition rules and potential ene

curves, two channels of dissociation are possible~see Fig. 2!:

Ar2
1@ I ~1/2!u#1e2 →

kDD~3/2!

Ar2
1@ I ~1/2!g#1e2

⇒Ar1~ j c53/2!1Ar~1!1e2,

~17a!

Ar2
1@ I ~1/2!u#1e2 →

kDD~1/2!

Ar2
1@ II ~1/2!g#1e2

⇒Ar1~ j c51/2!1Ar~1!1e2,

~17b!

where the major contribution is provided by the proce
~17a! at low temperatures.

Ivanov @67# has experimentally studied the destruction
Ar2

1 ions by electrons in a self-sustained gas discharge.
has determined the rate coefficient as a function ofTe . Its
calculation from the cross section proposed by Marche
gives results less than those experimentally determined
explains this result as a nonequilibrium effect of the Ar2

1(v)
distribution resulting of the competition between dissociat
recombination and vibrational relaxation in Ar2

1 collisions
with the plasma particles. For temperatures higher than
3103 K, he has pointed out the major role of the dire
dissociation of molecular ions in relation to dissociative
combination.

The level of temperature of interest being less than
3103 K, we have adopted the results of Marchenko rath
than those of Ivanov and calculated the rate coefficient
the electronic temperature assuming equilibrium. We h
moreover separated both channels~17a! and~17b!, this latter
requiring more energy due to the splitting of the core co
figurations. The mathematical form of the rate coefficie
calculated in this way is

kDD~ j c ,Te!51.36310212

3expF2
24 3001~ 3

2 2 j c!3104

Te
G m3 s21.
6-8
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Assuming the electroneutrality, the previous mechanis
lead to calculate the time evolution of@Ar( i )# for 1< i<68
according to the balance derived from Eq.~1! where the
speed andJW i are assumed equal to 0. It necessitates the
culation of rate coefficients~Decosteret al. @68#!. For exci-
tation, the rate coefficient denotedC is derived from the
cross section by

Ce,A5A8kB Te,A

p m E
xmin

1`

x e2xse,A~x! dx,

wherekB is the Boltzmann constant,m the reduced mass o
the system of particles in interaction (me for a collision be-
tween an electron and an atom,mA/2 for a collision between
heavy particles!, andx5e/(kBTe,A). The rate coefficient for
radiative recombination@due to Eqs.~2! and~3!# and ioniza-
tion by atoms or electrons are calculated by this way.

For inverse processes, the rate coefficientC8 is derived
from detailed balance,

~Ce,A!85Ce,A
gk

gl
expS Elk

kBTe,A
D ,

with l .k. For the recombination involving an electron
third particle, the rate coefficient is derived from the Sa
equilibrium equation,

~Ci -ion
e !85Ci -ion

e gi

ge gion~ j c!
S h2

2pmekBTe
D 3/2

3expFEion~ j c!2E~ i !

kBTe
G . ~18!

The case of three-body recombination with an atom is diff
ent. Collins @69# has verified in a plasma at high pressu
with TeÞTA that the Saha equilibrium ionization equation
slightly modified as follows:

nenion

ni
5

ge gion

gi
S h2

2pmekBTe
D 23/2

expF2
Eion2E~ i !

kBTA
G .

This is due~Cleland and Meeks@70#! to the translation par-
tition function of electrons in whichTe appears@term in
(h2/2pmekBTe)

23/2# and to the excitation that only depend
on TA in the case of a strong predominance of heavy p
ticles collisions. Therefore, the rate coefficient has been
culated from Eq.~18! replacingTe by TA in the exponential
term.

Finally, the time evolution of@Ar( i )# is calculated with
‘‘LSODE’’ ~Livermore solver for ordinary differential equa
tion!, which is a very convenient tool for this kind of tran
sient problem~Bourdon and Vervisch@71#!.

A. Plasma with high ionization degree

The case of plasmas with a high ionization degree may
a test of the global consistency of the model. Marie@9# has
measured the population density of the excited levels ov
04640
s

l-

a

r-

r-
l-

e

a

wide range of energy in a recombining argon plasma w
ne51.531020 m23, @Ar(1)#5931020 m23, Te55600 K,
andTA52000 K. In such conditions, an equilibrium distr
bution is observed according to an excitation temperat
equal to the electron one.

For the previous values ofne ,Te , and @Ar(1)#, Fig. 3
shows the temporal evolution for the various@Ar( i )# for a
recombining situation: the atomic level population densit
are assumed to be initially in equilibrium at the electr
temperature but in concentrations lower than those calcul
from Saha equation. All Ar2

1 processes have been remov
and the Drawin’s equation~4! for the electron induced exci
tation for the allowed transitions has been used. These po
lation densities exhibit a quasi-steady-state having a dura
of 1 ms beyondtqss51025s. It is important to note that the
initial conditions of the calculation has no influence ontqss
and the duration of the quasi-steady-state. In this experim
the hydrodynamic time of@Ar( i )# (tv.1024s) is greater
than tqss. Therefore, the population densities measured
Marie have to be compared with those calculated by the
model in the quasi-steady-state.

The Boltzmann graph of Fig. 4 illustrates this comparis
when the quasi-steady-state is achieved. Except for s
3p54p levels, the agreement is satisfactory. Almost
groups are in partial equilibrium according to the tempe
ture Te accounting for the major contribution of the electro
induced processes for the excitation. We have noted tha
model of Vriens and Smeets for the electron induced exc
tion between radiatively coupled levels gives no better acc
dance with the experimental distribution while the model
Seaton leads to large discrepancies with respect to the m
surements of Marie. Finally, as a result of the high ionizat
degree, the role of the atom induced processes is neglig
In the following, we have used systematically the expr
sions proposed by Drawin for the allowed transitions. Co

FIG. 3. Time evolution of densities divided by their statistic
weight for Marie’s conditions:ne51.531020 m23, Te55500 K,
TA52000 K, and @Ar(1)#5931020 m23. Note that the quasi-
steady-state timetqss is 1025s. The electron density is shown d
rectly instead ofne /ge as @Ar1#.
6-9
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sidering the Ar2
1 processes changes deeply the tempo

evolution of the population densities up to 231025 s as
shown in Fig. 5. This result is obtained assuming that Ar2

1

is initially in equilibrium with other ions corresponding to
slightly higher ne to obtain the same electron density
quasi-steady-state. The evolution before 231025 s depends
on the initial value of@Ar2

1# as discussed in the following
The dissociative recombination~16! towards the metastabl
levels leads to an over concentration of all excited lev
below this limit. Then, their population densities join th
values obtained without Ar2

1 processes. Afterwards, th
time evolution remains the same one so that beyondtqss

FIG. 4. Boltzmann plot calculated by the CR model usi
Drawin’s equations for electron induced excitation for allowed tra
sitions under the Marie conditions and experimental distribut
~asterisks!. Circles and squares denote, respectively, the states
j c51/2 and j c53/2. The dashed line illustrates partial equilibriu
for the excitation temperatureTexc5Te .

FIG. 5. Same as Fig. 3 considering all Ar2
1 processes. Att

50, Ar2
1 is assumed to be in equilibrium with the other ions.
04640
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5231025 s the quasi-steady-state occurs. Fort.1022 s,
the temporal evolutions of the population densities beco
again different of those calculated neglecting the role
Ar2

1 . Finally, this molecule has no influence on the char
teristics of the quasi-steady-state for highly ionized plasm
which confirms the validity of our model.

B. The total recombination rate coefficientkrec

The previous behavior allows the determination of t
total recombination rate coefficientkrec . When the electron
density is sufficiently high the role of Ar2

1 is, therefore,
negligible and all elementary processes are coupling toge
to ensure the global reaction,

Ar11e21e2 →
krec

Ar1e2.

Removing all the Ar2
1 processes in the model, this rate c

efficient is defined as

krec52
1

@Ar1#ne
2

d@Ar1#

dt
52

1

ne
3

dne

dt
, ~19!

during the quasi-steady-state~Bourdon and Vervisch@71#!.
Meanwhile, we have checked that the depopulating r
2d@Ar1#/dt is also equal to the populating on
d@Ar(1)#/dt. The degree of opacity of the plasma plays
significant role in depopulating processes. Whentqss is
achieved, the value ofkrec obtained from Eq.~19! depends
not only on the electron temperatureTe but also on the den-
sity ne . This behavior is illustrated by Fig. 6 showing th
rate coefficient obtained for various (ne ,Te). krec is all the
smaller thatne is greater. Forne51022 m23, the electron
density is sufficiently high to lead a quasi-independence
the result onne . When the electron density tends to infinit
krec tends itself to the limit for which the radiative process
are completely negligible:krec depends onTe only. The

-
n
ith

FIG. 6. Influence of the radiative processes on the calculatio
the recombination rate coefficient.
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value adopted is thus this one and is confirmed by a di
remove of all radiative processes in the CR model.

For the implementation ofkrec in numerical codes of ar
gon plasma flows, we have fitted the results with the sim
law following Te

2x ,

krec54.18310241S Te

10 000D
28.29

m6 s21, ~20!

for the electron temperature range 3000–12 000 K stud
here. Figure 6 shows that the discrepancy with the res
from the CR model does not exceed a factor of 2.

There exists a lot of experimental and theoretical d
concerning the recombination rate coefficient. Figure 7 ill
trates the comparison between our fitted law and several
erence data. Bateset al. @72# have determined the recomb
nation rate coefficient for pseudoalkali and for hydrogen
plasmas that may be applicable to other species. Our fi
law is in relatively good agreement with their results for lo
temperature. This is the case for the works of Pilyugin a
Pilyugin @73# that are based on atomic theory of gases c
siderations. But the discrepancy for higher temperature
significant. Results of Bateset al. are based upon a quas
equilibrium steady-state approximation using the Gryzins
cross sections for the inelastic processes assuming that
processes are classical and are as a result more relat
ours than Pilyugin and Pilyugin.

Biberman et al. @5# have adopted a different approac
They have applied the theory of impact-radiation recombi
tion ~random walk of a recombining electron in the discre
space of the atom energy levels! in a low-temperature
plasma. The result obtained for argon, shown in Fig. 7
globally less than ours but in good accordance for low te
perature.

Benoyet al. @74# have calculatedkrec following a hybrid
procedure. Their main objective was to reduce the numbe
levels considered to simplify the calculation. A cutoff proc
dure is adopted in the energetic diagram for a level surel

FIG. 7. Comparison between theTe
2x fitted law determined from

the present CR model and other reference data.
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Saha equilibrium at the temperatureTe due to the electron
induced ionization processes~5! whatever the conditions
The rate coefficient calculated in these conditions is plot
on Fig. 7 and agree well with those determined in the pres
paper for lowTe . For higher temperatures, they remain t
high. The agreement is more satisfactory with the rate
Owano et al. @75# for electron temperature higher tha
4000 K. These authors assume that the metastable 3p54s
states control the recombination process. This assump
valid for high temperature, is done by Braun and Kunc@76#.
From their three-level atomic model collisional-radiative c
culation, they have determined the recombination coeffici
for three electron temperatures 5000 K, 104 K, and 2.5
3104 K. Their result forTe5104 K is well correlated with
our study as illustrated by Fig. 7. As a result of the number
excited levels considered, thekrec value obtained for the
lower electron temperature (5310241 m6 s21) is far from
the other reference data. ForTe>104 K, a three-level model
of recombining argon plasmas is, therefore, a satisfac
approximation. In conclusion, our fitting law is in goo
agreement with other works applicable to only a part of
range 2000<Te<12 000 K studied here.

C. Weakly ionized plasma

van Ootegem@10# has recently studied a high-frequenc
generated argon plasma jet expanded in ap51700 Pa
vacuum chamber. He has measuredne and Te using Lang-
muir’s probes and the population density of the excited l
els by emission spectroscopy. For the maximum ene
available by the power supply~high-energy condition in the
following!, the electron parameters areTe56000 K6500 K
and ne5(1.060.5)31018 m23 while Te55500 K
6500 K andne5(3.062.0)31017 m23 were obtained in
the case of a lower energy supplied by the torch~low-energy
condition in the following!. The heavy particles temperatur

FIG. 8. Time evolution of densities for van Ootegem’s con
tions without considering Ar2

1 : ne51018 m23, Te56000 K, TA

51800 K, and@Ar(1)#56.831022 m23. The quasi-steady-state i
observed fortqss5831025 s. The electron density is shown d
rectly instead ofne /ge .
6-11
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BULTEL, van OOTEGEM, BOURDON, AND VERVISCH PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 046406
is estimated to beTA51800 K for both conditions and th
excited level concentrations@Ar( i )# exhibit an equilibrium
distribution withTexc.Te .

Figure 8 shows the temporal evolution obtained for
high-energy condition without considering the Ar2

1 pro-
cesses. The calculation starts from an equilibrium with
importance for the distribution observed in quasi-stea
state. Note thattqss is equal to 831025s for the 3p54s
levels including the metastable ones whiletqss5831027s
for the more excited. Figure 9 illustrates the comparison

FIG. 9. Boltzmann plot calculated by the CR model usi
Drawin’s equations under the van Ootegem’s conditions with v
ous ne without considering the Ar2

1 processes and experiment
distribution~asterisks!. Circles and squares denote, respectively,
states withj c51/2 and j c53/2 for the experimental electron den
sity ne5331017 m23 ~nonfilled symbols! and for a hypothetical
electron densityne5331019 m23 ~filled symbols!. The dashed
line illustrates partial equilibrium for the excitation temperatu
Texc5Te .

FIG. 10. Same as Fig. 8 considering all Ar2
1 processes. The

quasi-steady-state is observed fortqss5231024 s.
04640
e

t
-

-

tween the @Ar( i )# distributions in quasi-steady-state. A
equilibrium with Texc5Te is obvious for levels having an
excitation energy higher than 15 eV but the order of mag
tude of density is too low of a factor of 103 for the more
excited. Conversely, if we try to determine the electron d
sity leading to the experimental distribution, the best agr
ment is obtained withne5331019 m23 andTe55500 K as
shown by Fig. 9.

When the processes involving Ar2
1 are taken into ac-

count, the analysis is more complicated than the previ

i-

e

FIG. 11. Axial distribution obtained from the time evolutio
shown in Fig. 10 and from Eq.~21!.

FIG. 12. Distributions calculated by the CR model usi
Drawin’s equations under van Ootegem’s high-energy condit
considering the Ar2

1 processes when@Ar(3p54s)# is maximum
and experimental distribution~asterisks!. The electron density var-
ies along its uncertainty’s range showing the sensitivity of the c
culation: the nonfilled symbols denote the results obtained withne

51.531018 m23 and the filled ones denote those obtained w
ne50.531018 m23. Circles and squares denote, respectively,
states withj c51/2 andj c53/2.
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one. The time evolution of the different densities depends
the initial condition for@Ar2

1#. Below 1015 m23 for both
conditions of van Ootegem, Ar2

1 has no influence, the tem
poral evolution is the same as Fig. 8. For@Ar2

1# t50

51016 m23, an increase of concentrations followed by
decrease is observed fort5tm.1025 s. The quasi-steady
state occurs whent5tqss.1024 s. The moment at which
the previous extremum of densities is observed depe
slightly on @Ar2

1# t50 but the higher the@Ar2
1# t50 the

smaller the moment. At the same time, these extremum
@Ar( i )# are all the greater. Whatever its order of magnitu
this initial concentration of Ar2

1 has no influence ontqss.
Figure 10 shows the time evolution of the various exci
level population densities calculated by the CR model for
high-energy condition when the electron density isne

51018 m23 neartm , Ar2
1 being assumed initially in equi

librium with other ions. This level of@Ar2
1# t50 is the greater

one compatible with the assumptions adopted in our mo
With respect to Fig. 8, the quasi-steady-state begins late
the excited levels: the population densities present a decr
aftertm5431026s. This behavior is due again mainly to th
dissociative recombination that overpopulates the metast
states leading to an important increase of higher excited l
population densities under electron impact. Moreover,
can note that the temporal evolutions fort>tqss are different
than those in Fig. 8 where Ar2

1 is not considered. It is im-
portant to note that this discrepancy was not observed in
experimental condition of Marie where the electron dens
is higher. This is due to the fact that@Ar2

1# is much greater
in the present case fort>tqss.

The hydrodynamic time scaletv is shorter than for
Marie’s experiment. Its determination has to be done ac
rately in order to compare the distributions calculated a
those measured. A Navier-Stokes calculation of the jet, c
sidered behaving like a hot gas without specific plasma c
acteristics as a result of the weakness of the ionization
gree, shows that the speedv is close to 750 m s21 at the
location of measurements. Moreover, the velocity decrea
in the downstream according to the linear law

v~x!5v0S 12
x

XD , ~21!

with v05750 m s21 and X50.35 m. At time t, the fluid
particle is thus at the locationx such that

x5X~12e2v0 t/X!.

Chang and Ramshaw@77# have numerically simulated non
equilibrium effects in an atmospheric argon plasma jet us
the CR model of Braun and Kunc. They have pointed
that the higher the time scale for species density changes
to diffusion of Ar(i ) ~defined astd5@Ar( i )#u¹W •JWi u21) the
smaller the population density of excited species. For
plasma of Chang and Ramshaw, the ionization degree is
due to the pressure level and the heating power.td varies as
a result over the range 102421023 s. In our conditions,td
is much more important: the diffusion is therefore inope
04640
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tive for varying the population densities in balance equat
~1!. Moreover, the previous fit for the velocity indicates th
the time scale due to fluid expansion or contractionte

5u¹W •vW u21 is of the same order of magnitude. The relat
term in Eq. ~1! also being negligible, the axial populatio
density distribution@Ar( i )# is derived directly from the tem-
poral evolution of Fig. 10 where timet is replaced byx
location neglecting the influence ofv on @Ar(1)# due to the
mass balance equation~see Fig. 11!. The axial resolution of
the spectroscopic device isDx51023 m. For this length, the
populations are the same as those calculated in Fig. 10
331026 s. We deduce that the mechanical time scale
such that 1026,tv,1025 s and that the population dens
ties of interest are those calculated in the vicinity oftm in-
stead oftqss.

The distribution thus considered is very sensitive to
electron density. For the range ofne provided by the experi-
mental uncertainty, Fig. 12 illustrates fort5tm the different
distributions related to the model that vary over an order
magnitude. As for the Marie’s conditions, the atom inelas
processes are negligible. In the case of the low-energy c
dition, Fig. 13 shows obvious discrepancies between the
culated and experimental distributions in spite of consider
the uncertainty range. We can note that inelastic atom p
cesses begin to play a significant role as shown by the
tribution at high energy. Nevertheless, the low discrepa
observed under the high-energy condition is relatively sa
factory considering the high sensibility of the model’s res
towardsne .

The concentrations of the various Ar(i ) depends on
@Ar2

1# t50. We obtain the best agreement between calcula
distributions att5tm and experimental distributions assum
ing that Ar2

1 is initially in equilibrium with other ions. Since
the important process is the dissociative recombination le
ing to a global loss of Ar2

1 over the time scales considere
here, @Ar2

1# t50 adopted has to be justified. The densiti

FIG. 13. Comparison between calculated and experimental
tributions under the low-energy condition of van Ootegem. T
symbols are the same as in Fig. 12.
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measured are of course highly dependent on the proce
occuring in the torch where the plasma is created. The
ization conditions involved exceed largely the scope of
CR model developed in this paper. Indeed the pressure l
in this region (p515 kPa) as well as the high-frequenc
electromagnetic source lead to disagreement with two fun
mental assumptions: the kinetic scheme~Ustinovskii and
Kholin @64#! and the maxwellian equilibrium distribution fo
electrons~Loffhagenet al. @78#!. These aspects will be th
subject of a future study.

D. Comments ontqss and tm

The previous case of low-energy condition has poin
out the importance of the hydrodynamic time with respec
the quasi-steady-state one in the comparison between
merical and experimental results. We have shown the im
tance of the electron density ontqss before. Figure 14 illus-
trates further the dependence oftqss on Te with ne as a
parameter when Ar2

1 is initially in equilibrium with other
ions. This characteristic time is much more governed by
electron density than temperature. ForTe.6000 K, tqss is
well given by the equation

tqss51025S ne

1020D 20.61

s

over the range of electron density considered here (116

<ne<1020 m23).
In the same way, we can deduce an identical behavior

tm the time at which the maximum of the population den
ties are observed due to the influence of Ar2

1 after they

FIG. 14. Quasi-steady-state timetqss ~filled symbols! and time
for maximum population densitiestm ~open symbols! versus elec-
tron temperature for various values ofne . The population density
of the ground state is the same as in the van Ootegem’s high-en
conditions. The symbols circles, squares, diamonds, and trian
denote, respectively, the conditionsne5431016 m23, 4
31017 m23, 431018 m23, and 431019 m23. Each line illustrates
a linear regression showing the mean behavior.
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leave their initial value~see Fig. 14!. In a general manner
the ratio tqss/tm is about 100 in order of magnitude. Fo
very weakly ionized plasmas, the chemistry may be tim
dependent even for short mechanical time scale.

E. Excitation temperature

It is interesting to discuss the characteristic temperatur
the distribution of@Ar( i )# under the influence of Ar2

1 . The
excitation temperature is defined as the parameterTexc in the
equilibrium Boltzmann law,

@Ar~ j !#

@Ar~ i !#
5

gj

gi
expS 2

Eji

kB Texc
D .

Figure 15 presents the time evolutions ofTexc with and with-
out considering the influence of Ar2

1 . The energy range for
which Texc has been calculated is 14.75215.5 eV. The in-
fluence of Ar2

1 is obvious for timet between 531027 and
531025 s in order of magnitude: the temperatureTexc is
close to 4000 K for high-energy condition instead
7300 K when the molecular ion is not taken into accou
whereasTexc.3000 K for low-energy condition. Systemat
cally, the excitation temperatures obtained beforetqss con-
sidering Ar2

1 are less than those without the relevant p
cesses. This is the result of the excitation by electron imp
from the metastable levels further populated by dissocia
recombination towards levels close to them. The elect
density being higher, this effect occurs in a similar but
duced way in the case of the Marie’s conditions as shown
Fig. 15. Whenne is sufficiently high, the low difference be
tween excitation temperature before and aftertqss indicates
that an excitation equilibrium is achieved more rapidly th
the quasi-steady-state. Conversely to the case of the we
ionized plasma, Ar2

1 has absolutly no influence onTexc dur-
ing the quasi-steady-state. Therefore, to likenTe andTexc is
obviously questionable.

rgy
les

FIG. 15. Temporal evolution of the excitation temperatureTexc

of the distribution of the excited level population densities in va
ous conditions.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have studied thoroughly the influence
the molecular ion Ar2

1 on chemical behavior of a low
pressure recombining argon plasma jet in various conditio
This examination has been done using a collisional-radia
model where electron induced processes have been upd
carefully as well as those due to heavy particles inela
collisions. For a particular experimental situation, we ha
shown that the equilibrium and the order of magnitude
served for the highly excited level population densities m
be understood involving the reactions provided by Ar2

1 even
if more information is needed to explain initially a sufficie
level of its density. The dissociative recombination of Ar2

1

appears to be an efficient process to overpopulate metas
states leading to the increase of more highly excited le
number densities by electron impact.

For high electron density, our study has allowed a de
mination of the three-body recombination rate coefficie
proposed under an analytical form for calculation purpo
in satisfactory agreement with other data over a wide ra
of conditions. We have put forward the importance of t
quasi-steady-state timetqss and its relation with the othe
time scale of the flow. Moreover, we have shown thattqss
d

an

h,

S.

K

J

k,
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has not to be achieved for comparison with experime
when the velocity of the flow is high and the ionization d
gree low. This behavior has to be considered whenTe is
derived from excitation temperature.

Nevertheless, the discrepancies between calculated
experimental population number densities particularly in l
ne condition indicate that improvements are needed,
think mainly to the dissociative recombination rate coe
cient. Today, the branching ratios allowing the accurate
termination of the products are not well known. In this pap
we have assumed that only the recombination towards
3p54s states involving the metastable ones occur. If the
tential curves of excited Ar2 are suitable, the formation o
more excited argon atoms, on 3p54p, 3p53d, or 3p55s
states for instance as experimentally pointed out by G
et al. @79#, Hardy @80#, and Ramoset al. @81#, is possible: it
may lead to a direct overpopulation of the related num
densities and consequently to a better agreement with ex
mental data. On the other hand, an experimental determ
tion of @Ar2

1# by induced laser photodissociation~Stevens
et al. @82# and Moseleyet al. @83#! is expected in the future
to test the order of magnitude calculated by the CR mode
well as the one needed as initial condition.
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